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Introduction
❖ Goal: shed light on properties of rise-fall-rise contour (RFR)

▪ RFR argued to convey uncertainty[1] or that all[2] or at least one[3]

contextually relevant alternative(s) remain(s) open:

(1) A: Do you think that Donna liked the movie?

B: JOHN liked it… (Constant 2012: (89))

 RFR seems to exhibit valence asymmetry[4]:

(2a) A: Dexter is such a horrible person. B:    He gives to charity…

(2b) B: Dexter is such a great person. A: #He murders people…

► we argue that RFR indicates an alternative higher on a scale to remain open

[1] Ward & Hirschberg 1985; [2] Constant 2012; [3] Wagner 2012; [4] Göbel 2019

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p4LY0ttBoudCET_KDeLbmYLxxHRpl2ac/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S44OD75TSTy04rcar_e_FGGAbxtr38Q9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1unuOyqBJJPd6gnNzn5DC18wPF8xCz-g8/view?usp=sharing
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Design of Main Experiment*
• Sample item (24+24 fillers, Latin2): 2x2x2 (VALENCE x INTONATION) 

(3a) NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

A: The soup we had yesterday was absolutely disgusting.

[NEUTRAL]

[RFR]

(3b) POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

A: The soup we had yesterday was absolutely delicious.

[NEUTRAL]

[RFR]

B: It was well seasoned.

B: It was insufficiently seasoned.

* data collected after abstract submission, thus not included in abstract

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10adFNOoAJSFcwlt6hJyIx5VtRuNeZaQ2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10tbw7RReuI02ODVmHR2HcMsPfuGPLqbY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KTrQoAVh3ouZgkfpC6WI16JUqz98_Qft/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qyO7qkYvKstkEV0xhSQityC-27_ss-R8/view?usp=sharing


Results (N=41)

- for negative-positive,
rfr rated better than neutral

- for positive-negative,
neutral rated better than rfr

- preference for rfr numerically
greater than for neutral
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Summary & Preview
➢ RFR preferred on positive replies to negative statements

► evidence for valence asymmetry

➢ Preference for RFR in negative-positive dialogues numerically greater 
than preference for neutral in positive-negative dialogues

► in line with existence of special intonation for mirror image of RFR[1]

❖ Other experiments:
► valence asymmetry weakened with additive particles or question replies

FOR MORE DETAILS, JOIN OUR BREAK-OUT ROOM!

[1] Göbel 2019
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Other Experiments I: Auditory Rating
• differences to main experiment:

- design fully crosses valence of context and target 
(= includes positive-positive and negative-negative)

- smaller number of items in within design and smaller number of 
participants

• main takeaways:

- preference for matching valence over mismatching valence (Exp 1-4)

- mismatch penalty ameliorated with RFR (Exp 1-3)

- amelioration larger in pos-neg contexts → valence asymmetry (Exp 1)

- valence asymmetry weakened with additive particles (Exp 2-3)
or when context is question instead of statement (Exp 4)



Auditory Rating 1:
Bare (N=24)

Sample item (n=8, within-subj): 

Aneg: The bike ride yesterday was really terrible, 
the weather was horrific.

Apost: The bike ride yesterday was really great, 
the weather was perfect.

Bneg: We had an accident.
Bpos: We had a cocktail.

► RFR leads to larger improvement in 
mismatches in reply to negative statements
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Auditory Rating 2:
Too (N=24)

Sample item (n=8, within-subj): 

Aneg: The bike ride yesterday was really terrible, 
the weather was horrific.

Apost: The bike ride yesterday was really great, 
the weather was perfect.

Bneg: We had an accident too.
Bpos: We had a cocktail too.

► valence asymmetry weakened!
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Auditory Rating 3:
Also (N=24)

Sample item (n=8, within-subj): 

Aneg: The bike ride yesterday was really terrible, 
the weather was horrific.

Apost: The bike ride yesterday was really great, 
the weather was perfect.

Bneg: We also had an accident.
Bpos: We also had a cocktail.

► valence asymmetry weakened!

A4



Auditory Rating 4:
Questions (N=24)

Sample item (n=8, within-subj): 

Aneg: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride 
was terrible?

Apos: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride 
was great?

Bneg: We had an accident.
Bpos: We had a cocktail.

► valence asymmetry disappears!

A5
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Other Experiments II: Production + Double Rating
 possible objection: 

“target responses differ in degree of opposition”
(≈ accident better reason for terrible than cocktail for great) 

➢ to address this worry, we conducted 4 small-scale studies:

- same stimuli & design as auditory rating #4
- participants recorded their pronunciation of reply
- naturalness rating
- “agreement” rating (to what extent reply (dis-)confirms question)

• main takeaways:

- no clear evidence for replies differing in degree of opposition
- production showed more RFRs with positive replies, regardless of

context, but only when question remained open (Exp 1-2 vs 3-4)



Production + Double Rating 1: Bare Target (N=14)
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A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was {horrific/perfect}? – B: We had a(n) {accident/cocktail}{./…}

Prop RFR (+se) negative+match negative+mismatch positive+match positive+mismatch

#1: Bare (N=14) 1.7% (0.9%) 13.1% (2.5%) 13.7% (2.6%) 2.3% (1.1%)



Production + Double Rating 2: Target w/ Well (N=13)
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A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was {horrific/perfect}? – B: Well, we had a(n) {accident/cocktail}{./…}

Prop RFR (+se) negative+match negative+mismatch positive+match positive+mismatch

#1: Bare (N=14) 1.7% (0.9%) 13.1% (2.5%) 13.7% (2.6%) 2.3% (1.1%)

#2: Well (N=13) 3.4% (1.2%) 13.0% (2.3%) 14.0% (2.4%) 2.4% (1.1%)



Production + Double Rating 3: Target w/ Yes (N=13)
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A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was {horrific/perfect}? – B: Yes, we had a(n) {accident/cocktail}{./…}

Prop RFR (+se) negative+match negative+mismatch positive+match positive+mismatch

#1: Bare (N=14) 1.7% (0.9%) 13.1% (2.5%) 13.7% (2.6%) 2.3% (1.1%)

#2: Well (N=13) 3.4% (1.2%) 13.0% (2.3%) 14.0% (2.4%) 2.4% (1.1%)

#3: Yes (N=13) 1.9% (0.9%) 1.4% (0.8%) 1.4% (0.8%) 0% (N/A)



Production + Double Rating 4: Target w/ No (N=11)
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A: Do you think yesterday’s bike ride was {horrific/perfect}? – B: No, we had a(n) {accident/cocktail}{./…}

Prop RFR (+se) negative+match negative+mismatch positive+match positive+mismatch

#1: Bare (N=14) 1.7% (0.9%) 13.1% (2.5%) 13.7% (2.6%) 2.3% (1.1%)

#2: Well (N=13) 3.4% (1.2%) 13.0% (2.3%) 14.0% (2.4%) 2.4% (1.1%)

#3: Yes (N=13) 1.9% (0.9%) 1.4% (0.8%) 1.4% (0.8%) 0% (N/A)

#4: No (N=11) 0.9% (0.6%) 7.2% (1.7%) 4.5% (1.4%) 5.8% (1.6%)
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Full Design of Main Experiment
• Sample item: 2x2x2x2 (VALENCE x INTONATION x SCALESTRENGTH) 

(3a) NEGATIVE-POSITIVE

A: The soup we had yesterday was absolutely disgusting.

[NEUTRAL]

[RFR]

(3b) POSITIVE-NEGATIVE

A: The soup we had yesterday was absolutely delicious.

[NEUTRAL]

[RFR]

B: It was seasoned.

B: It was seasoned.

well
perfectly

insufficiently
horribly

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oPOn3gnBBwY3LnTjtD5uB6cBGZWdOcpE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KxiSqhFznpSYmZxZU0Vlu_2OLwOUL4uj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QBP5JaPTOERdzJQCX1r_jJEbxIVORt28/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QBP5JaPTOERdzJQCX1r_jJEbxIVORt28/view?usp=sharing


Results (N=41)

ordinal mixed effects models with 
Helmert coding

- marginal effect of INTONATION:
rfr > neutral
(z=-1.898, p=.578•)

- significant effect of VALENCE:
neg-pos > pos-neg
(z=4.025, p<.001***)

- significant INTONATION*VALENCE:
for neg-pos, rfr > neutral,
for pos-neg, neutral > rfr
(z=-9.899, p<.001***)

A12



Main Experiment,
Item Types

ADV/ADJ + same noun
as in (3)

Quantifier + same noun
Aneg: The latest Marvel movie was so lame.
Bpos: It had {some/a lot of} big stars.

Apos: The latest Marvel movie was so cool.
Bpos: It had {few/no} big stars.

same modifier + different noun
A: My uncle Frank is truly {wonderful/awful}.
B: He’s {somewhat/really} {kind/rude}.

A13
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Discussion:
• on the notion of scale:

(1) A: Do you think that Donna liked the movie? - B: JOHN liked it…

- potential subset-scale: {John, John+Cameron, …}
► John+Cameron ranked higher than John

(2a) A: Dexter is such a horrible person. B:    He gives to charity…
(2b) A: Dexter is such a good person. B:    He murders people…

- “goodness”-scale: {horrible, fine, good, amazing}
► utterance with RFR conveys that B thinks Dexter is 

ranked higher than A claims
→ consistent with (2a) but not (2b)!

➢ RFR can take alternatives either from host utterance or from context
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